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Introduction

This paper presents simple, but not simplistic treatment of the important body of knowledge and ideas in the

field of information processing and retrieval, and gives the trainee the opportunity to examine the various

concepts and their applications in the context of effective information service.

Emphasis has been placed on the inter-reiationships between indexing, cataloguing, classification, and
information retrieval techniques so as to enable a trainee to appreciate the need to pay attention to the

implications of every technique she applies, whether in preparation of records, or in attempting to retrieve

information from databases.

To enable the achievement of the level of competence envisaged, the trainer will model discussions to

Bloom's six levels of cognitive domains: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and

evaluation.

2. Opening Remarks
Skill acquisition in this area is noi different from what applies normally in learning experiences. Like any skill

acquisition, we bave to deserve to succeed in it by approaching the learning experience with positive attitudes,

hard work and perseverance, it may not seem easy at the beginning but once we open our minds to it, we

quickly get into the tree flowing learning mode, start grasping the main points and expanding our knowledge

day by day. In this case, it" we attend all the lessons, participate attentively, do our assignments, and continue

to practice with interest we are going to become experts in quite a short time.

3. The Basic Principle of Library Science
Raneanathan'siive laws of library science provides die basis tor developing sound attitudes and practices in

information storage and retrieval activities. T\\c laws are as follows:

I. Books are for use.

Prepare library collections for maximum accessibility to users.

II. Books are for all, e\rery reader his book.

Books must be processed with the speciric type or reauer in mind, but making it available for everyone that

would need it. there is also the additional taste of undersumuina the reader so as to be able to gather the right

books and process them in tne right way for him/her.

III. Every book its reader.

The objective of classification, indexing and bibliographic description must be 'to bring every book to its

reader' in the most efficient way.

[V. Save the time of the reader.

To process and manage a collection or h(X)K.s. aim die records about them in such a way that fast and

effective service can be rendered.

V. Vie Library is a growim organism.

Manage a library collection in such a way as to avoid ciiaonc erowth. This is to say. in such a way that the

other four laws will be rulrilled irrespective nr die size ot the collection. Process and store information about

each book, and ensure that every boos is in its nroncr mace, a location tint must promote the fulfillment of

laws i and 11 above.

These simple precepts are in the heart or" what we uo in information processing and retrieval.

4. Definitions

4.1. Index

An index is a systematic list of values i for cxanipie: names, subject terms, titles, etc) each with an

accompanying numbens), indicating or pointing to the location or locations of the respective descriptions of,

or complete entities represented by the index values. Indexing is the process of preparing indexes.

Note two basic functions of an index entry: a representation or surrogate, and a pointer.



4.2. Library Catalog*
Library catalogues follow the same basic principles behind everyday, common place catalogues, like

publisher's catalogue, fashion designer's catalogue and other advertising-oriented "compilations" of goods and
services. In other words, library catalogues arc prepared to make it possible for user to know what is
available in the information stock of the library, just as fashion designers would display his/her ware.
Specifically, a library catalogue is a compilation of descriptions or representations of informational entities

(objects, books, audiovisuals. etc.) with an accompanying index, in paper or electronic form.

4.3. Information Retrieval ,

The process of searching for. and obtaining information about needed information or document, starling from

the representations or surrogates of the needed information or document. It may be necessary to distinguish

between: reference retrieval, document retrieval and inlbnnariou retrieval.

Reference Retrieval: locating the surrogate.

Document Retrieval: locating document that may contain the message or information.

Information Retrieval: locating a speciric information sought, whether surrogate or message-bearing
document. For example retrieving a document from the UN Optical Disc System, a full-text newspaper on

CD-ROM, or tactual information from the Internet. In most cases, though, steps in the retrieval of

information would involve the intermediate retrieval of a surrogate.

Note: In this paper document and book wiil be used interchangeably-to mean any source of information or

data.

5. Forms and Evolution of Library Catalogues
Library catalogues exist in three main forms: book catalogues, card catalogues and computer catalogues

(database). The first library catalogues were in book form, then came card catalogues which was regarded as

innovative at the time they arrived. Modern iibrarv catalogues are computerized. This evolutionary

development brougiu with it at each stage, increased opportuniry and complexity in catalogue preparation and

use.

Toe appreciation of the evolutionary trend hclos us to unuerstand the reason we approach computerized

indexing and cataloguing in the various ways.

5.1. Book Catalogue

Position of an entry is rixeu in book catalogues.

Difficult to edit and update because of inflexibility.

5.2. Card catalogue

Card catalocues have the following advantages over hook catalogues:

- more flexible and easier to update than book catalogues:

- the position of a card in the catalogue is relative. :iiererbre allows easier expansion;

- provides substantially more access points tiian oook catalogues.

5.2. Computer catalogue/database

Computer catalogues (databases) have uic following advantages over card catalogues:

- save space by storing large amount or' iiubrmaoon in a small space:

- offers virtual positions for index values, thus highly flexible:

- provides much more access points, it can therefore incorporate larger amount of information in a surrogate;

- databases could be searched easily using multiple access points at the same tune;

- nives hich flexibility of indexing and searching mctnous. e.g. post coordinate as weil as prc-coordinate

systems can be used;

- offers greater flexibility and variety for production of ourauts and services; and

- expands the number of ways data can be conimurucated.

As discussed above, while the number of index terms assigned to exh document in a catalogue which is
printed in book form or on cards must be limited to prevent it from being unwieldy, with computers this

doesn't matter very much.



With computerized databases indexing could become detailed. However this results in computer-based

indexing needing much more attention than manual indexing. It also allows automatic indexing, in which each

word used in a surrogate or a full-tew Hatahw could be used in its retrieval.

6. Indexes and Catalogues as Language and Communication Systems
Because indexes are only representations of documents, they arc prepared based on a set of rules which

convey specific meanings, and which may not be widely understood. Hence, the notion that indexing

represents a system of language. But the object of constructing indexes is to communicate with the user, to

point her to information when she queries the system with the appropriate command. Users browse, search,

read, and copy from information systems, all which assume the understanding of what the catalogues say.

Therefore indexers must build into the system the flexibility that would enable a user to be successful at

retrieval without knowing all the intentions of the indexcr at the time indexing.

7. Library Classification

The word "classification," generally means " grouping things", in other to associate similar and dissociate

dissimilar objects, ideas, and impressions in sequential order, as well as putting most related contiguously.

Four main attributes by which documents may be looked for are:

Author, by the person who is responsible tor the intellectual creation of the work.

Title: by the title of the individual work.

Form: by the physical form in which the document appears.

Subject: by the content of the^work.

Of the four, the most frequently used is subject. Even if a user asks for a book by particular author, specific

title or form, such a request may disguise a subject need, and the reader's search may perfectly be concluded

by the provision of other materials on the same subject. Subject order is therefore the most useful way to

arrange intellectual materials! ;

Library classification may therefore be denned as:

"The systematic arrangement by subject or booKs anu other learning resources

(or information sources), and the similar systematic arrangement of catalogue or index entries, in the manner

raost useful to those woo are seeking either a definite piece of information or me display of the most likely

source for effective investigation or'a subject of their choice".

(Marceila and Newton. 1994. pp. jj

7.1. The Role of Classification

a) As the definition above indicates, the object of classification, is to create and preserve a subject order of

maximum helpfulness to information seekers. For most users, the time taken to find a material is one very

sieniricam factor in their evaluation of the errectiveness of the service.

b) It ensures subject collocation (proximity or simiiar items) and sequence in the arrangement of similar

materials on the shelf. Classification is not oniy tiie groumnii of thing tor location or identification purposes,

it is also their display in some son of rational, progressive order so that their chief relationships may be

ascertained. A well ordered classification scneme would arrange the following tour disciplines as shown:

History - Archeology - Anthropoioey - <odoiouy

c) Classification places a new idea in its piace in tne universe or body of knowledge. It therefore attempts to

ensure that new ideas would be discovered and used.

d) Ensures maximum exploitation of the collection as a user who comes for a particular item, may discover

similar works of interest ( or relevance) to ber problem. Therefore, classification has a promotional role.

e) Promotes efficiency as it saves rime of users and money due to reduced need for assistance. The ultimate

role is to make for effective service. In fact, a user searching an online catalogue need not visit the library

before she can know what the library holds in a particular subject area as she can just browse by class

numbers from her desktop.



7.2. Classification Schemes

There are five main general classification schemes in use.

a) Universal Decimal Classification (UDC)

b) Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) By Melvil Dewey

c) The Library Congress Classification <LC)

d) The Bibliographic Classification <BC) by H.E. Bliss

e) Colon Classification <CC) By S.R. Ranganatnan

There are also specialized schemes for law. management, physics and electronic, etc. (

All classification schemes are made up of classes or categories. They usually begin with general works

normally designated generalia class, which accommodates general collections of essays, multi-topical

encyclopaedias and other works.

We will discuss the UDC which is the scheme being used by the ECA Library.

7.3. Universal Decimal Classification

UDC is chiefly a bibliographic scheme, that is designed for the indexing and description of the contents of

documents rather than mereiy for physicai arrangement of a collection, it is based on elaborate

analytico-synthetic principles. It is widely used in technical libraries because of its suitability in the

classification of complex subjects.

UDC Main Tables divides the universe of Kiiowiedue as follows: .

0 Generalities: Science and Knowledge, Organization. Information

1 Philosophy, Psychology

2 Religion. Theology

3 Social Sciences. Law, Government

4 (vacant) _

5 Mathematics. Natural Sciences

6 Applied Sciences. Medicine. Technology

7 Arts. Recreation. Leisure. Spons

3 Language. Linguistics. Literature

9 Geograpny. Biography, History

UDC uses notations to form compound and conimex classes. The following notations are used. Symbols Used

in UDC to introduce notations.

Svmbol Role

= Language

iO...) Form

(1/9) Place

( = ...) Nationality

*..." Period

- Combination of discretely notateti subjects.

Combination of topics identifiable as a range of notated subjects.

: Combination of notation imniyinii relationships between subjects.

:: As above but reversible

.00 Point of view

-03 Material

-05 Persons

1/-9 Special tables

.0/.9 provided in the

11/'9 schedules



Main Strengths

Expanded enumeration of subjects;

The use of decimals ensures expandability;

Considerable synthetic qualities using notations; and

Analytical, so facets of a topic can be expressed on a classmark quite clearly.

Major drawbacks

The classnarks of libraries that fully implement UDC. can be rather complicated and often long due tp

synthesis of classes. This discourages its adoption and confuses users. l

7.4. Use of Cutter Numbers

Cutter numbers are usually used to differentiate two or more books on the same subject but of different
authors. It can also be used to further the aim of classification, for example in expanding the use of a small

subject area. For example, two books on word processing, one on MS-Word and the other on WordPerfect

could be differentiated by the use of Cuttening with the brand names first and then by the authors. This

should ensure that all MS-Word books will be collocated.

7.5. Classification Policy and Practice.

Whatever scheme is used there is always a need to establish and record the policy and procedures on

classification, that is. the way the particular library selects, implements, and maintains the classifirarimi

schemes it uses for its collections. The document should state in adequate detail the basic principles, the

methods of practice in both using and continuing development and updating of the scheme. Code of practice

should also be pan of the policy.

7.6. Why Indexing?

Many libraries meticulously classify their collections. Why then do they still assign subject indexes to the

materials? Though retrieval can be achieved dirouen shelf arrangement, it is impossible to achieve adequate

effectiveness in subject retrieval widiout indexing. Btxiks are classified based on the most dominant /
simiricant subject it covers. But books do not normally contain only one subject, therefore classification is

inadequate for represeniing all the subject components of a book, hence indexing, which makes possible for

multiple subjects to be given to a book, and by so doine offers virtual collocation of the books through their

subjects. And when searched this leads to co-reirievai of items of the same subject. Thus, maximizing the

result of subject search as subject contents oi less siaiiricance. may be picked up by subject indexing.

7.7. Then why Subject Categorization?

Classification deals with physical arrangement while indexing deals with virruai subject collocation and

co-retrieval. What role has subject categorization? Cmemorization does for printed bibliographies what

classification does for books on die shelf: to locate things inat are on the same subjects. In computerized
databases it also virtually collocates documents aim facilitates retrieval and precision of outputs. It is also
employed in multi-purpose databases to facilitate me generation of current awareness products and

bibliographies.

3. Subject Analysis

What is subject analysis?

There are two aspects to the definition:

[) Determination of die subject contents of an intellectual work.

2) ExDressina the subject in one or several ways, cither as indexing term in a controlled vocabulary or any

otiier system of subject representation.

S.I. Steps in Subject Analysis

I) Identify individual works.

How many works constitute this document.'

Publications like conterence proceedings, are composites ot several works of different authors or groups of
authors, and may contain topics that vary widely in subject. Handle each composite document and each of its
constituent work as an individual entity. In which case step (II) onwards would apply to all entities(works)

irienrified.



II) Identify the subjects of each work.

Sources of subject terms include: title, introduction, summary, table of contents, main body of work and

conclusions; If subject is picked from sources oiner than title, it is important to to verify from the main body.

III) Identify tbe encompassing subject for each work.

In theory, and especially in LESH conception, a subject heading should capture the entire subjects of a work.

In a prc-coordinate system, this may sometimes, be possible. But in most cases it is not possible. But for the

purpose of classification and subject categorization this is necessary. (

IV) Select the main subjects.

What single subject term best captures the totality of the subjects of the document. If you are asked to

describe the document in one subject term, what term would you use? Select the main subjects ensuring that

each is sufficiently treated in the document. The sufficiency however depends on the library's core subject and

objectives.

V) Separate the subjects into facets.

What arc the main subjects covered by the work? Ranganathan suggested five main facets: Personality,

Matter. Energy, Space, and Tune i'PMEST) as guide tor analysis..

VD Establish relationships between terms. Look for terra dependencies among mem in the way like the

Picture on the Wall relationships (e.g. disease and prevention).

VII) Convert the Terms from natural language to the vocabulary being used by the database (controlled

vocabulary), e.g. thesaurus terms or subject headings.

VII) Coordinate the terms according 10 laid down procedure.

Establishing relationships existing between the terms. Coordinate if a pre-ordinate system.

IX) Evaluate the compatibiliry of the terms in each set by intellectually testing out the desirability of the

outcome of their post-coordination, puttine into consideration, the way the computer is programmed to handle

the terms at retrieval.

.'O Eliminate potential cause of retrieval fallout or raise uron.

3.2. Types of Subjects

Simple Subjects: A simpie subject is one which Ueais with a major discipline or a single concept, not

comDined with another concept or subject. Fur example, economics.

Compound Subjects: A compound subject is one where two or more simple subjects are combined, e.g.

Corruption in Africa.

Complex subjects: A compound subject is one where two or more simple subjects or compound subjects

emanate from two or more main classes, usually expressed in phrases, e.g. economic participation ofslaves.

and iheir treatment in the households in J 7" century African communities. The two or more subjects

combined may not receive equai in treatment: they may rather have a relationship to each other.

As subjects increase in complexity, they become less effectively managed by post-coordinate indexing, as

none of the meet can adeauaieiy stand on its own for retrieval purposes.

9. Controlled Vocabulary
A controlled vocabulary is a standard terminology used to index a database. Terms used to index a given

database employing a controlled system or vocabulary must have a list of "acceptable" subject terms from

which indexers must pick the terms to use. Tlie standardized list of indexing words and phrases referred to as

index terms, controlled terms, descriptors are used to describe things, actions and concepts. Any new <enn

must first be entered into the list before it is used. The relationships existing between any two or more tenns



in tiie vocabulary is also indicated. Some information systems automatically use it to validate any new subject

input into the database index, and also to enable automatic searching of narrower terms when broader ones

and used and also of searching of preferred terms when non-preferred terms are used to query the database.

9.1. Why Control Vocabulary?
Computerization makes automatic generation of index terms possible but, it has also resulted in increased

need for authority control both in subject terminology and other access values like author name, corporate

name and serial titles. A thesaurus provide guidance in the use of terms for indexing as well as in retrieval. It

also expands the retrieval automatically by using thesaurus relationships to retrieve information in a way that

increases recall significantly.

It controls the natural language of the searcher and attempts to overcome the complexities of

semantic expression and existence of synonyms, homonyms, differences in spelling, word forms and so on. A

thesaurus, like classification schemes, imposes order on a subject and displays the structure and relationship

within the subject, ft can reveal the scope of each term, and its sense of application. It directs users to the

preferred terms and provides refers her away from the non-preferred ones.

9.2. Sources of Terms

Ideally, thesaurus and subject list terms must arise from the analysis of an existing collection, and.the

database of terms must grow gradually as new documents are acquired and indexed. In order words, the pool

of terms used in a thesaurus should represent the subject on an existing materials. However, in some cases it

may be decided that a thesaurus be built up from scratch for a fast growing collection.

9.3 From Where Should the Terms be Derived?

1. From the documents of the collection;

2. From the core publications in the field of concentration whether available in the collection or not;

5. From bibliographies, indexers and abstracts in the subject areas of the collection; and

-i. From subject lists and other thesauri in me reiated. narrower or broader subject in its area.

9.4. What Could Be Subject Terms/Descriptors?

- Common names and entities: not necessarily and conceptually a disciplinary subject.

- Geocrapbicai names: e.-z. Africa. Ethiopia. Bole

- Names of corporate bodies : e.g. United Nations. Ethiopian Telecommunications Authority

- Titles or names of established intellectual worts: c.y. Othello ( Shakespeare)

- Bibliographical forms: e.g. dissenauonsirormi. bibliographies!form)

- Genre of fiction: Poetry, short stories

- Names of singular events: World War Two

- Names of Persons: Adam Smith

- Processes and operations: Catalysis: Performance Appraisal

- Subject disciplines: e.g. Chemistry. History

- Concepts: e.g. Thermodynamics. Organizational Development

- Components of things and systems: Bolts, hardware



- Systems or organization: economic planning, finanriai Controlling

- Conditions of things: Poverty, Respiratory health

Descriptors may be made up of one word or more.

In a computerized system, assigning descriptors is totally independent of classification. Why? Descriptors

describes a document in one or several ways using any or all the above categories, including the topics, which

classification specifies as its disciplinary place in the universe of knowledge. For example if a book has its

descriptor as psychology it is about psychology of something, and may other descriptors, but if its classified

as psychology it is a work belonging to the discipline of psychology.

Controlled vocabulary list come mainly into two forms:

a) Subject headings list, and

b) Thesaurus.

The difference between the two is mainly in the way relationship between terms arc expressed.

9.5. Subject Heading Lists

Relationships in traditional subject headings use two types of cross-rererences:

See,

and

See Also

See reierences reter an indexer or user rrora a non-preferred terra to a preferred term. And See also

reference implies only suggestions, as the terms neither bear nierarcoical nor priority relationships. The

relationships in subject heauinc are mostly horizontal.

For example:

Railroads

see RAILWAYS

see aJso MOUNTAIN RAILWAYS

Subject heading list arc also usuaiiy

SOCIAL POLICY - STUDY AND TEACHING - CONFERENCES

It can be seen that these subject forms couid be very complex and attempt to describe the document as

completely as possible through pre- coordination.

A popular example of a subject heading list is the Library of Congress Subject Heading (LCSH), produced by

che Library of Congress of the United States. However. LCSH started adopting a thesaurus structure from

1981 following computerization of its cataloging operations.

9.6. Thesaurus Construction and Maintenance

In a thesaurus (plural: thesauri), five main relationships/references are applied. They include:

UF - Use for (Indication of non-preferred synonymis))

Use - Referral to a preferred term.

BT - Broader Term (Indication of broader subject in a hierarchy).

NT - Narrower Term (indication of narrower subject in a hierarchy).

RT - Related Term (Indication of reiatedness. neither hierarchy nor priority is implied).

Use is the equivalence of see in subject lists, and RT is the equivalent of See also.



The UNBIS Thesaurus, the controlled vocabulary of the United Nations Bibliographic Information System, is

a notable example.

Appendix 1, displays two examples of entry structure of the UNBIS Thesaurus, it can be seen that the

thesaurus is very etaborately constnictcd. and includes subject categories and categorization numbers.

9.7. Construction of Relationships

At first stand each term independently, iterativcly establish synonyms and select terms that would be preferred

and non-preferred, terms as well as establish the appropriate hierarchies.

9.8. Maintenance of A Thesaurus.

As a collection grows and new concepts emcrce, it becomes inevitable to add new terms to the thesaurus. The

tendency is to leave new terms as orphans in the thesaurus. Efforts should be made to ensure that each new

term is put within the existing structure.

9.9. Literature Warrant. Terminological Evolution, and Use

Literature warrant denotes that the vocabulary must be based on the terminology used in documems to

describe distinct phenomena rather than on purely theoretical considerations. In any subject area, there will be

an accepted corpus of knowledge, but each document, indexed may modify this: literature warrant implies a

system that is able to accept this kind of change.

Terms must be based on real subject matter, and maintenance of subject warrant implies that new terminology

can only emerge from new events, phenomena or from reordering of knowledge arising from development of

thought, and expansion or shift of human activity. This is to say dm introduction of new terms in a thesaurus

or subject list must mean an establishment ot terminological newness or change. This does not imply extreme

conservatism, as-exclusion of new terms may mean using inappropriate ones to describe a new area and

forcing the system vocabulary to remain static, while suDiect matter and human activity change. Moreover,

new addition is vital for assurance of specificity. For example: there has been an evolution from foreign

trade to international trade to globalization.

10. Adapting the Indexing £CA and UN Toois in General Library Cataloguing and

Reference Unit

It is always gooti to avoid inventing the wiied when constructing a subject list, in fact, in doing anything in

information organization. For example, within the United Nations and ECA. there exit some indexing and

cataloguing toois even for small documentation units. PAD1S Manualfor Document Analysis and UNBIS

Tnesaurus contain relevant categorization and ycoyrapnicai terms that would be useful in several ways.

11. Automatic Indexing

Automatic indexing (programmed computer indexing), including various forms of indexing in which computer

automatically generates entries from title or documents entered in the title and similar fields. The classic way

automatic indexes are made is to instruct the computer to use every word in the specified fields as index

terms, except certain common words and prepositions not likely be used to search for information. The

excluded words are called stop words: they may include articles and words like: a, an. of, to. when, into,

etc. Though, some oi those words may become lmnortam in multilingual databases. E.g. le is important in

France proper names.

Automatic indexing is useful for allowing economy or efforts and can be effective in indexing descriptive

article titles and technical reports in scientific area, but often non-descriptive titles have to be enhanced by the

addition of extra concepts described in die document but not appearing in the title. It saves time because

computer-generated, and largely non-intellectual. Automatic Indexing complements descriptors and

classmcaaon in retrieval. Specific and important terms missed during classification and indexing, could be

re-captured especially for very new and rarely needed facets like chronological information, historical

periods, and emerging terminology. Synonyms will also have to be provided individually at retrieval stage.



12. Basics of Information Retrieval
The basic sages of inftmnanon retrieval minor the stages of information processing for storage.

I) Analysis and negotiation of the information request prompting the search.

II) The conversion of me concepts contained in me question into the vocabulary of the database (e.g.

thesaurus terms); and

IIT) The formulation of the search statement and strategy.

I) What me user really wants to know is the information need. A query is an arjffoximaiion of information

need. In order to clarify a user query, it is necessary to negotiate it. Often it takes a face to face reference

interview to get me user to restate the request in a way that would be closest to the actual need. The user can

even contribute to the building up of the main terms and their synonyms.

10 The searcher can now select the appropriate database to search and convert terms identified into the

language of the system selected.

IH) With the appropriate terms, the searcher now formulates appropriate search statement and strategy for the

execution of the search.

Boolean Logic Used in Information Retrieval

Most subjects require a number of terms describing the concepts which are related to each

other, forming pans of a complex search statement. Information systems arc usually queried in Boolean

logical statements, after the Mathematician Gcoree Boole. The principal logical operators employed by

computer search engines are: AND. OR. and NOT.

Boolean search engines marrh letters and not concepts, if you enter tne

word plant the search engine will find every document that ins ine " '_-

characters plant irrespective of the sense of use. :

AND is the most used operator, if an AND is entered between 2 terms,

then the document must nave both of those terms to oe icienuried in your

search. Lit's say you warned to search for information about teachers

who use technology. The two key concepts are representeu by tne words

teacher and technology. Venn diagrams help us picture wnai documents are

selected. If you enter teacher and tecimoiogy. me search enaine would find all

the documents that had the word teacher and the word tccnnoioey.

Document? Founa

Usina the AND operator narrows a search by rindinc rewcr documents. In some

search string* entering a space between 2 words is the same as entering

an AND between the words. You can use AND witn more than 2 words. Let's

say that you were only inxrested in American teacners who use

technology. You would enter American AND teacher AND technology as the

words to represent your key concepts. The search engine would find all the documents that have the word

American, the word teacher, and the word technology in them.



American

Documenrs

Founa

OR

If an OR is entered between 2 terms, then the search engine will find

any document mat has either of the terms. The OR connector is used to

find synonyms and singular or plural forms. Let's say you want to do a

search about teacners who use technology. There arc several words and

word forms that could be used to represent the technology concept:

technology OR telecommunications. The search engine would find-any

document that had anv of these words.

tioru

(Jsine OR broadens a search by rinding more recorus.

OocumenTs founa

NOT

The not operator is the least common operator. Not all Boolean search

engines have tne NOT operator. Let's say that you wanted to do a search

about elementary teachers. You could enter teachers NOT secondary. This



it would remove any documents from this set that also have the word

secondary in them. Venn diagrams help us picture what documents arc

selected.

The NOT operator narrows the search. Use the NOT operator sparingly. It

could remove documents that might be relevant. For example if a document

contained information about both elementary and secondary teachers, it

would be removed because it contained the word secondary.

13. Syntactics and semantics

Syntax and meaning affect pose problems in subject indexing and information retrieval, especially in systems

that use natural language and free-text systems.

Syntax, the arrangement of words in sentences is problematic because computers ordinarily do not consider

the word order in a post-coordinate retrieval. For example a free-text search for Development Management

will also retrieve Management Development, two entirely different terms.

Semantics, the problem of ascertaining mining of words is even worse because it involves even a wider

range of situations. This includes problem of synonyms, preferred spellings, acronyms, abbreviations,

translations, homonyms, etc. These words are sources of low precision especially of free-text searches.

Controlled vocabulary is used to attempt to reduce these problems:

14. Efficiency and Effectiveness of Retrieval Systems
The efficiency and effectiveness of information retrieval systems is measured by Relevance, Recall and

Precision.

Relevance

An abstract measure of how well a document satisfies me user's information need. Ideally, a system should

retrieve all of the relevant documents. Unfortunately, this is a subjective notion and difficult to quantify. As

what is relevant 10 A may not be to B.

Recall

A standard measure of IR performance, recall is uerineu as [lie number of relevant documents retrieved

divided by tne total numDer of relevant documents in tne collection. For example, suppose there arc 100

documents relevant to a subject search in the collection. System Y returns 60 documents. 50 of which arc

relevant. Then Y's recall is 50/100 = 507c.

Precision

A standard measure of IR perlbrmance. precision is defined as the number of relevant documents retrieved

divided by the total number or documents retrieval. For example, suppose Uiere are 80 documents relevant to

Wideeis in the collection. System \ returns oO documents. 40 of which are about widgets. Then X's precision

is 40/60 = 677c. In an ideal world, precision is \C07c.

15. Indexing Systems: Pre-coorriinate unri Post-Coordinate Systems.

Pre-coordinate System

An indexina system using compound to complex terms to describe a document. For example, "Library

Development in Africa*, In pre-coordinate system, the inuexer takes into consideration, the various facets of

document's subject, and take trie step to join tiic terms in some way. The system improves precision but it

reduces recall adversely.

Post-coordinate System

An indexing system that uses single terms to describe a document which are then combined (or coordinated)

based on a given query at the time of retrieval. For example. Africa: Library Development. The terms are

combined at the time of a retrieval. This provides tlexibility and increases recall immensely. But its big

drawback is that lead low precision in of the output.



16. Other Retrieval Effectiveness Related Concepts

Query Expansion

Any process which builds a new query from an old one. It could be created by adding terms from other

documents, as in relevance feedback, or by adding synonyms of terms in the query (as found in a thesaurus).

Question Answering

The problem of finding the exact answer to a user's natural language question in a large collection.

Relevant Feedback.

A process of refining the results of a retrieval using a given query. The user indicates which documents from

those returned arc most relevant to his query. The system typically tries to find tenns common to thai subset,

and adds them to the old query. It then returns more documents using the revised query. This can be repeated

as often as desired. Also called " find similar documents" or "query by example".

17. Descriptive Cataloguing

In manual cataloguing a great deal of effort is devoted to arranging bibliographic elements in a standard.

order, using complex punctuation system to produce card formats that conform to the appropriate form of

Intemanonal Standard Bibliographic Description! ISBD) or other international standards and norms of data

communication. Below is a sampie description produced:

Sample card:

Smith. John. 1950-

History for beginners : introduction

to history / by John Smith and Tim Jones.

-- 2nd. ed. - New York : Smith & Jones.

1995.

x. 100 p. :Sbill. ; 23 cm. -- History

textbooks : no 5.

includes bibiiographical references and

index.

[.History. [. Jones. Tim. II. Title.

II. Title: Introduction to history, ill.

Series.

Computerization dramatically reduces me nceu for tnesc punctuations and sequenceing at the time of data

input, and increases the possibilities of extending inuexiiiiz tor access through several more bibliographic

elements himeno not used as index entries. For exainnie: publisher, keywords in title, country of origin, type

of publication, year of publication. Therefore, with computerization, descriptive cataloguing has move higher

to a more userul level of increasing access ihroimn increased placement of more index values and

communication, by inputting the various elements of information about a document, and to really describe it.

However, the Analo-American Cataloguing Rules i AACR) provide the bases for decision maJdng in

descriptive cataloguing, especially on the way data elements should be selected and constituted for input.

13. Bibliographic Data Communication

Increasing library cooperation and the concomitant need to exchange bibliographic records necessitated the

efforts to evolve widely accepted standards for preparation of bibliographic records. Machine readable

cataloguing (MARC) became a product of this effort.



According to ISO 2709-1981 a bibliographic record: A collection of fields, including a record label, a

directory and bibliographic data describing one or more bibliographic units treated as one entity.

International Organization for Standardization, standard ISO 2709 - AFormat for bibliographic information

interchange on magnetic tape,® presents the intemational standard for commumcaaon of bibliographic

information in computer-based media. It describes a generalized strucrurc. a framewjric rirsigrrrt specifically

for communications between data processing systems. Implementation formats like the Common

Communication Format (CCF) and the various MARC formats essentially conform to it. Initial efforts

reflected the structure of the Generalized International Standard Bibliographic Description(ISBD(G). Today,

MARC has so evolved that it also supports a wider range of library applications, such as: acquisirioii, serials

control and circulation. In this training activiry, USMARC is discussed. For detailed treatment of USMARC

see Appendix 2 attached (paper copyj or the diskette included (MS-Word97 document).

19. The Common Communication Format (CCF)
The need to extend data communication formats to article level entries and grey literature, prompted efforts

by UNESCO and a number of trie international bodies to develop the Common Communication Format

(CCF). It was designed to be a common bibliographic exchange format useful both to libraries and other

information services.

It consist of a smaller number of data elements - compared to USMARC . The bibliographic elements arc

used by virtually all information-handling organizations, including both libraries and abstracting and indexing

organizations. CCF is solidly a ISO 2709-based record exchange format.

20. Creating Effective User Interfaces Through Mapping Of Index Fields
While manual systems emphasize uniform interlaces, computerized systems emphasize flexibility and user

specificity. The ideal is to personalized interlaces tor every user. The effective approach is to develop an

interlace ihat be responsive to different needs and approaches:

I wouid like to t'ocus on two forms of interfaces here: ~r

a) An Online Public Access Catalogue sitting on a library database: and

b) An internet/Intranet-based Hypertext document of library records.

la an oniine catalogue the aim wouid be to cater for soniiisticated users as well as novices by providing a

spectrum of options that wouid either improve precision or increase recall.

Use of mapping to increase recail.

In this the OPAC index is created on top of the database, fliis index will mimic user search behaviour and

understanding. For instance the OPAC tide index may be tiie composite of keywords from tide, uniform

titles, series titles, subjects, tables of contents, ex. in this way a user who will not normally do a subject
search wiil still get information neeued. For advanced .searciiers subject indexes may be provided in a pre-

coordinated controlled field. The same principle woid appiy for other access points.

For Hypertext interlace, searching will take me form of browsing in stages and throgh chunking of

information available. For example the database oresented wiil be divided into hierarchies of documents. The

highest hierarchies bcina indexes and lowest ones beinu die bibliographic records. Indexes may be sub

divided by alphabetical sequence. For subject access, subject categorization would provide effective tool

reducing the number of steps to information as well as nroviue precision in retrieval.

21. Indexing/Cataloguing for Multi-PurDose Databases

a) Establish the objectives of setting up die system.

b) List all the products and services of the database:

c) Note all indexing options available:

d) Note all the search options available:

O Index and categorize bearing ail the outputs in nmiu: mid

0 Constantly evaluate and readjust die system of wnrK for optimum coverage of outputs.

22. Searching the Internet.

Searching tor a site or specific imbrmauon on ihe Internet ts usually done through a search engine.



22.L What is seaitn engine?

A search engine is an information storage and retrieval system consisting of devises for camming, organizing

and searching contents from the Internet. The popular search engines include. Yahoo!. Infoseek, Alta Vista.

Excite, and MetaCrawler.

22.2. Some Facts About Search Engines

No search engine covers more than a third (1/3) of the searchable resources on the Internet

Coverage varies widely depending on die subject:

Even searching up to six search engines does not cover more than 60% of indexable web (Web pages

publicly available for indexing by search engines).

22.3. Meta-Searcn Engines

One may use a meta-search engine to increase one's chances of locating a relevant site.

Meta-search engines offer simultaneous searches on several search engines. The following is a list of selected

Meta-search engines:

A114One

http://all4one.com/

DogPile

http://www.dogpile.com/

MetaCrawler

http://www.metacrawier.com/

Profusion

http://www. profusion, com/

SavvySearch

http://guaraidi.cs.colostate.edu:2000/

Meta-search engines, however, have some i imitations:

None ot' them covers all search engines:

You cannot take advantage oi' advanced features tn the individual search engines because you arc

limited to the meta-engine s search parameters ana syntax:

A meta-eneine returns between 10 10 50 hits from each search engine covered, your total retrieval is

usually significantly less than what yon wouid get from searching individual site separately, assuming

the topic of a search is widely covered.

What these facts say is that it is crucial for professional searchers to become proficient in searching several
search eneines and that reader education is nceaed in uiis area. Readers need to know the inherent limitations of

rclyine on any one search engine.

22.4. A Reference Guide to Searcn Enuine Syntax

For more information about these services, see ihc sues covered in this document and study the HELP

information that each search engine provides, since everv search engine works a little bit differently. Knowing

how each search engine works will help you oe better ;ibic to lind the information you need.

The following is helpful reference to guide you.



AltaVista - http://wwwaUavista.digital.corn/

Online help available

Main screen

Boolean Logic

Case Sensitivity

Fields

Phrases

Truncation

• Keyword search defaulting to phrase searching if more than one term is entered and

the terms are found in the Alia Vista phrase dictionary; otherwise, the default logic is

OR

• Implied Boolean logic: + for Boolean AND. - for Boolean NOT ,l

• Full case sensitivity supported

• Page retrieval by language

• Some supported fields:

• Host, e.g., host:ibm.com

• Image, e.g., image:clinton.jpg

• Link, e.g., link:www.albany.edu/library/

• Text, e.g., text:fungicide

• Title, e.g.. title:"New York Times"

• (JRL. c.n.. url:holocaust

• Defaults to phrase searching automatically if search terms are found in its phrase

dictionary

• Can also use double auoiations. e.e.. "budget battle"

• Mandaiory truncation

• Truncation character: *

• Internal truncation suDooned. e.a,. colo*r

Advanced search

Click on Advanced option

All the features above with the foliowine additions

Booiean Logic

Fields

• Booiean AND. OR.

with narcnthescs. c

• Date

AND NOT. NEAR [terms within 10 words of each other)

u.. behavior and /'cats or felines*

Argus Clearinghouse - iutp://www cieannunouse.net/

Online help available

To search l information Danes of the uuidcs oniv). ciick on Search/Browse

Boolean Logic

!

Case sensitivity

Fields

Phrases

Truncation

• I-Cevwora searcn aeiauiumz to Booiean AND unless one ofthe terms is truncated, in

which case me lieiauit is OR

• Full Boolean ionic: Sooiean OR. AND with parentheses, e.g., behavior and (cats or

felines/

• NOT operator is noi siiDDoncci

• None

• None

• None

• Mandatory iruncauon

• Truncation character: *



Excite - http://www.excite.com/

Online help available

Main screen

Boolean logic

Case

sensitivity

Fields

Phrases

Truncation

Other

• Keyword search defaulting to Boolean OR

• Implied Boolean logic: + for Boolean AND, - for Boolean NOT t

• Full Boolean logic: Boolean AND. OR. AND NOT with parentheses, e.g.,

behavior AND (cats OR felines). Boolean operators must be in CAPS.

• None

• None

• Phrases within double quotations, e.g.. "budget battle"

• None

• With list ot* hits, opuon 10 add displayed related terms to the original search; terms

will be added with OR logic

• Once list of hits is returned, oniion to View bv Web Site <URL)

Excite: Advanced search

Click on Power Search

Boolean

Loeic

Boolean iogic via template icrminoiogy:

• My search results CAN contain the words, the name or phrase

(Booiean OR)

• My search results iM UST contain the words, the name or phrase

(Booiean AND1

• My searcn results MUST NOT contain the words, the name or

phrase i Booiean NOT!

Ooiion io aad more constraints as above

Case

Sensitivity
None

Fields None

Phrases

Truncation

Phrases within douoic auoiauons. e.s.. "budget battle"

None



HotBot - http://www.hotbot.com/

Ontine bdp available

Main screen

User fill-in (emolaie with suopiied terminology

Boolean Logic

Case Sensitivity

Fields

Phrases

Truncation

• Boolean logic via template terminology:

• all the words (Boolean AND) ,

• any of the words (Boolean OR)

• the person (proximity of terms)

• Boolean phrase

• Boolean phrase option supports AND, OR. NOT. AND NOT, and must be

entered in CAPS. Boolean searches with parentheses are supported with this

option. i.e.. behaviorAND (cats OR felines/.

• Imoiied Boolean lozic: + for Boolean AND. - for Boolean NOT

• Limited support within words, e.g.. neXT

• the page title

• links to this URL

• Date. i.e.. last modified date

• Language

• Meta Words offer manual input off search resmctions such as media type and

date. For more information, see Advanced Help file at

htTD://helD.hotbot.convfaa/advanced.html

• Exact phrase

• Phrases witlun double quotations, e.g., "budget battle." This is useful for

multi-term searches usine the omion all the words or anv of the words.

• No truncation symbol: encine stems each term

Advanced Search

Click on More Search Options

All the features above with the foliowine additions

Boolean

Lode

Fields

!

• Added windows for subject searching: click on i- icon to add more

windows (2 may be added for a maximum of 4)

• Date

• Language

• Location by domain or conuncni

• Page i>pe

• File/program t>pes inciudini*

• Java

• JavaScript

* ActiveX

• VRML

• Acrobat

* VB Script

• File Extension



Infoseek - http://www.infoseek.com/

Online help available

Advanced Search

Main screen

Boolean Logic

Case

Sensitivity

Fields

Phrases

Truncation

Other

• Keyword search defaulting to Boolean OR

• Imolied Boolean loeic: + for Boolean AND. - for Boolean NOT ,

• Full case sensitivity supported

• Supported fields:

• Title, e.g.. title:"New York Times"

• URL. e.g., uri:holocaust

• Site, e.g., site:ibmcom

• Link e.g.. link:www.albanv.edu/librarv

• Phrase search in one of two ways:

• Place phrase within double quotations, e.g., "budget battle"

• Insert hvohen between each word. e.g.. budget-battle

• No truncation symbol; engine stems.each term

• Separate a search of proper names with a comma

Bill Clinton. Bob Dole

•'" Use a pipe <i) to limit search results from within a retrieved set j

dogs i poodles : I

User rill-in template with supplied terminology

Boolean Logic

! Case Sensitivity

Fields

Phrases

Truncation

« Boolean iogic via icmpiaic terminology (up to three levels)

• must < Boolean AND1

• should f Boolean OR)

• -ihnuld not Boolean NOT)

• Full case sensitivity supported

• Document

* Title

- LRL

• Hyperlink ;

• Search hv location uod level domain)

• Phrase

• No iruncauon symbol: engine stems each term



Lycos - http://www.lycos.com/

Online help available

Main screen

Boolean Logic

Case Sensitivity

Fields

Phrases

Truncation

Other

• Keyword search defaulting to Boolean AND

• Implied Boolean loeic: + for Boolean AND. - for Boolean NOT

• None l

• None

• Phrases within double quotations, e.g., "budget battle"

• Phrases with stop words are searchable if other words also appear

in the ohrase

• Truncation is optional: search engine stems search terms

• Place a period (.) after the term to prevent truncation

• Omional truncation character: S

• No searching a word that starts with a number, e.g., 11th

Advanced search

Click on Search Cations .User fill-in temoiate with sunplied terminology

Boolean Logic

Case

Sensitivitv

Fieids

Phrases

Truncation

• Boolean iogic via template terminology:

• Any ot the words (OR query)

* All the words (any order) (Boolean AND)

• Term proximity options via template terminology:

• AH the words (within 25 words, any order)

• All the words (within 25 words, in order)

• All the words (adjacent, any order)

• Term proximirv options via user input:

• HEAR (within 25 words); NEARAj

• ONEAR (within 25 words in exaa query order); ONEAR/n

• FAR fat least 25 words apart), or FARM

• OFAR (:it feast 25 words apart in exaa query order); OFAR/n

* ADJ (Words next to each other); ADi/n

» O.ADJ (words next to each other in exaa query order); OADJ/n

• BEFORE (first query word appears in document before second

query word I

• ■; rcoresents a user-SDecified number

• None

• Language

• Pictures

• Sounds

• Various topics

• Title

. URL

• .-VII the words (in order)

• The Exact Phrase

• Phrases with siod words are searchable if other words also appear in the phrase

• Truncation is optional: search engine stems search terms

• Place a period (.) after the term to prevent truncation

• Ootional truncation character: S



• Natural Language Query

• Relevancy ranking: Results may be sorted according to six criteria:

• Match all words

• Frequency of words

• Near beginning of text

• Close together

• Appear in title

• In exact order

MetaCrawler - http://www.metacrawler.com/

Online help available

Main screen

Boolean Loeic • Template terminology: any (Boolean OR), all (Boolean AND), as a phrase

• Implied Boolean loeic: •*- for Boolean AND. - for Boolean NOT _____

Case Sensitivity None

Fields None

Phrases

Truncation

• Phrases within double quotations.*i.e.. "budget battle." to use witha search for

any or all

• Exact phrases may not be searchable since some queried search engines ignore

slop words ______^__„,,„_____

• None



Northern Light - http://www.nlsearch.com/

Online help available

Main Screen

Boolean Logic

Case Sensitivity

Fields

Phrases

Truncation

• Keyword searching ddaulting to Boolean AND (

• Boolean AND. OR. NOT (
• Implied Boolean loeic: + for Boolean AND. - for Boolean NOT

• None

• URL. e.g., URL:whitehouse

• Title, e.g., utle:"White House"

• Pub (searches certain Special Collections journals), eg.; pub:BilIboard

• Company (searches certain Special Collections journals), e.g., company:ibm

• Ticker, e.g., tickeribm

• Text, e.c texi:"White House"

• Phrases within double quotations, e.g., "budget battle"

• Automatic lor common singular and plural word forms

• ♦ truncation character replaces .multiple characters if the word contains at least four

characters, e.g.. librar* will retrieve library, libraries, librarian, librarians,

librarianship. etc.

• % truncation character rcDlaccs-a sinele character, e.g.. colo%r

Power Search

Click on Power Search

User rill-in template with supplied ternunoioiry

All the features above with the tbllowine additions:

Words anywhere (searches lull text]

Words in title

Words in URL

Country

Date

Laneuaee lFrench. German, iialiaa Soanish)

Limits results to various sources, topics and document types



Yahoo! - http://www.vahoo.com/

Online help available

Main screen

—^—^—•^^-"■-

Boolean Logic

Case Sensitivity

Keyword search defaulting to Boolean AND

Implied Boolean logic: + for Boolean AND. • for Boolean NOT

Title, e.g., t:automobiles

Phrases within double quotations, eg,, "budget battle

Advanced search

Click on options

User fill-in template with supplied terminology

Matches on all words (AND)

Matches on any word (OR)

A person's name

Boolean Logic

An exact phrase matcb

Case Sensitivity

Fields

Phrases

Other
Intelligent default (explanation not provided)

Adapted from Laura Cohen (University of Albany)

22.5. Tips on Internet Searching j «.«—-««,
Unusual words may work better Uian common words: Use of common words will produce too many

sites. ' . . _
The order of words in a search is important, so put the most enncal word first.

Including all synonyms together ensures belter retrieval:

Read the'help file for "advanced searching" methods of any search engine:
The conventions for phrase searching truncation and Boolean operators vary from one search engine

to another, so find out:
Develop an oreanized bookmark file of 25 to 40 sacs relevant to your programme;

Check bookmarked sites regularly to ensure that they are soil active and updated:

iManase user expectations of what can be obtained from the Internet:

Pay subscriptions for relevant sites, including electronic journals;

Avoid unnecessary surfing to guard against ume wasting at work:

The Net expands and changes rapidly, always update your knowledge about it.

23. Professional Online Databases:
Professional online databases are large bibliographic news or factual databases on science technology, social.
economic, business and academic disciplines. The arc sources of reliable, current and mWr*xx™
information. Online vendors or hosts acquire or lease these databases and make them available to customer
worldwide through large computer and telecommunication systems. Information retrieval from one or more

databases is termed online searching.



23.L Major Oolitic Hosts

The following arc the major general online hosts/vendors:

Dialog Information Service, Inc.

Palo Alto. California

Data-Star

London. U.K.

European Space Agency information Retrieval Service. (ESA-IRS) <'

Frascati Italy

BLAISE-LINE

British Library, Boston Spa. U.K.

Questd-Orbit

Paris. France

FT Profile

Financial Times Information Service

London. U.K.

23.2. Searching Online Databases

Database structure, search commands, output formats, and search strategies vary widely from one vendor to the
other, even from one database to the other within a host system. However, the following are basic steps through

an online search once a searcher is connected and logged on.

Select a database or a group of databases: '-

Browse an index to determine correct form of terminology used for your subject author, or any other

search value or parameter you wish to use:

Type in your terms, author, etc. Or a combination of parameters:

Execute the search:

Display the results on the screen, download or onnt it out.

Logoff or disconnect from the host computer.

Specific training is needed for effective search on anv ot the online systems, so if you are interested in

subscribine to any of them please contact ii for details. Their current contact information can be obtained from

the internet. Just query Yahoo!, or any other search cneinc using die name of the host. A search with the phrase

"oniine information services will produce a list of their wcd sites.

24. Selective Dissemination of Information <SDI) Service

Selective Dissemination of Information < SDH sen ice is the notification of readers of selected, newly received or

otherwise available items of information rcicvam to uicir personal interests or projects.

To sei up an automated SDI service, the following sicds arc suggested:

Get each user to state her/his informauon nceas/rcauircmems in subject terms:

Convert subject natural language to descriptors usca in indexing in the system, including thesaurus terms

and classification categories:

Construct a search strategy ihat captures the user requirements using controlled vocabulary and natural

language in appropriate fields of the database or anabases:

Run the stratesy on the relevant databases) (actual execution of search) to ensure that the strategy works

effectively".

Fine-tune and debug computer search profile:

Re-run to confirm desirable results:

Prepare communication reports to deliver the result:

Integrate search profile and report to form a final product deliverable by mail e-mail or other

communication means:

Evaluate the profile and revise from time to time.



25. Impact of Information Technology on ^^^^^^^.^..^^
Libraries have been undergoing rapid changes in recent years as information tecnnoiogy nas aovancea <uu

computers have become common in the workplace. The mformationalization of developed ecaumes and the
r . ... j ■_______ ._._.«« «f ■ivtmnif inrnnmnfln sources, and inexpansion of the Internet and intranets, emergence of electronic informarion source^ «^«£"»«

cc^er and telecommumcation networks has meant dramauc paradigm (pattern of existence) shift for horary

service.

Librarians are being challenged in several ways: ., .
- Smaller information outfits are competing in the services that have been the monopolies of libraries,

because they feel empowered by technology and are becoming less parient with libraries.
- There is increasing demand for access to electronic information:
- Readers expect libraries and librarian to use computers to speed up information resourcing; and
- Remote access to information requires new methods of library business management.

What should libraries and librarians/information professionals do? ,
Libraries should map out a clear direction to manage reader needs in the context of the revolution in
information technology, and also define us roie in the information society. Libraries ^f!1?^**
repositories of the necessarv knowledge to harness the technology for etfective and efficient^™>
utilization and should take '"control of what seems to be a chaotic process . Alec Galhmore (1997), suggested

that libraries (and Librarians) should:

prepare for continual change;

anticipate the need of users:

search for opportunities to innovate:

commit to the development of open systems:

develop multimedia and broadband networking infrastructures:

ensure that appropriate IT skills are acquired;

cooperate with other libraries, organizations and departments:

- involve clientele in developing services and technology for their delivery:

think nationally, globally as well as locally:

provide remote access to services: and
Dieitize unique information for electronic publication.

26 Orientation and Assistance of Reaaers for Effective Use oflndexes and Catalogues.
Let us return to Raneanathans five laws. Tliis to say that all said and done die reader should be the focus of the
oreamzauon ana retrieval of information, fiicy s.iouid be .nade to enjoy the hill benelits of efforts P*J*°
comomerizaiion of informauon organization and delivery. Unfortunately it is not an easy task. To a large extent
they underestimate the complexity and vasincss onhe information arena, leading to their making do with less

information literacy, and partial and inadequate information.

Thev should be made to realize that there arc ocucr answers to iheir information needs through weU-pjarmed
orientation and education. First they should be lauiuu to trust die ability of library staff to deliver on their needs.
then trained to use the library, understand the iiclorul shell'arrangements, and the various information access

devices including the catalogue and the various forms oi inacxes. both electronic and printed.

it should be recognized that knowledge and terminology and their relationships are complex, that possibilities
and approaches to uiibrmaiion managemem arc diverse, sometimes opposing in outcome, and that no system is

perfect! What matters at last is how helpml any sysicm is to the informauon user
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29. Projects

1. Thesaurus Coosmjcnon

1.1. A thesaurus of "Women in Africa" (Not less than 100 descriptors)
\.l. A thesaurus of ECA Programme-based subjects (Not less than 200 descriptors)

2.Thesaurus Maintenance

2.1. Add 50 new ECAVAfnca-spccific descriptors io the UNBIS Thesaurus.
2 2 Identify 10 entries in UNBIS Thesaurus you think are wrong and recommend amrnrimrnts

23. Merge 15 similar entries of UNBIS Thesaurus and Library of Congress Subject Headinjgs
(LCSH) for UNBIS Thesaurus.

3 Subject Categorization : Design a subject categorization scheme suitable for three ECA Library
publications, i.e. Ubalert. African index and Index to African Official Publication, or any other.

4. User interlace ■

4.1. Desim a hypertexHype document for the most recent Africa index and Ubalert.

4.2. Recommend an index map for putting the Library's database on a dynamic web site.

5. Classify, index and descriptively catalogue live books and five journal articles, ensuring optimum recall

and precision at retrieval.

6. Produce the desien concept and parameters for an inibrraation system tor capturing, processing, deUvering
and obtaining feedback; and which effectively serves the needs of your clientele.

7 What are the 10 best online databases, from at least three different database hosts, for use of your clientele
and detail how you can establish access to Uiem. \

S Usinc the core-subject terms of your ciienieie. searcn the Internet using at least seven search engines and
"evaluate the search engines tor suitabiiiry in discovering and retrieving information for your clientele.

9. Create a MARC worksheet for efficient cataloguing opcranon in-ECA Library.

10. Use the AACR2 and ISBD(S) to format 10 samnie entries for a catalogue of journals available in the ECA
Library. The twenty samples must include a standard journal, a journal in French, a newsletter
published by the ECA. a government gazette, a long running monographic series, and a standard

weekly magazine.

t 1 Design a selective dissemination of information tSDI) service, suggesting a combination of information
technologies to be applied. Prepare sanioie components, including: a user profile, search strategies,

an automated system profile, a system rcnon. an ourput. and the communication system.


